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ABSTRACT

The proposed Low Frequency Array will be a powerful new radio telescope operating in the 15 to 240 MHz range.
LOFAR will be a fully digital instrument with tens of thousands of antennas and receivers. In the currently proposed
configuration LOFAR will also be capable of operating as a high performance passive radar system using FM radio
stations as signals of opportunity. In this mode of operation LOFAR will observe geophysical targets such as
ionospheric irregularities and meteor trails with high resolution in range, velocity, azimuth, and elevation. These
phenomenon may be important to the operation of LOFAR as a radio telescope because of their potential to interfere
with astronomical observations. 

INTRODUCTION

The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) will be a major advance for Radio Astronomy applications. It is the first fully
digital radio telescope array and it will explore an interesting and under investigated region of the radio spectrum.
Because LOFAR is designed to operate at HF and VHF frequencies this instrument faces a large set of challenges
associated with mitigating the impact of the ionosphere on its operation. This requirement is also an opportunity because
the sensitivity of the array to ionospheric phenomenon and the systems needed to mitigate their impact form the basis of
a powerful ionospheric observatory. Thus LOFAR is a chance for the Ionospheric Radio Science community to work
closely with Radio Astronomers in a manner that is of great mutual benefit. One area that will be particularly important
to LOFAR is the diagnosis of observational problems that are due to meter scale ionospheric irregularities. Passive
Radar is a technique for observing these irregularities that could act as such a diagnostic and it is well suited for use with
radio telescope arrays. 

PASSIVE RADAR

Passive radar is a technique for observing targets of interest using radio signals already present in the environment [1]. A
typical passive radar architecture is shown in Fig. 1. By intercepting both the signal radiated by a transmitter and the 

 Fig. 1. A typical multi-static passive radar system. 



Fig. 2. Passive Radar signal processing. 

scatter from targets of interest it is possible to make traditional radar measurements. The range, doppler shift, and
bearing of point and volume scatterers can all be determined with an accuracy that depends on the nature of the
illuminating waveform and the characteristics of the passive radar system. The signal processing associated with a
passive radar system is shown in Fig. 2 and can be computationally intensive. 

In most cases the signals used by a passive radar will be generated by non-cooperative illuminators such as radio or
television stations. This type of illuminator is present in most of the world, radiates significant power, and in many cases
transmits signals that are well suited to radar applications. The technique can also be applied to signals from a
cooperative illuminator such as an active radar system. This case is similar to more traditional forms of bistatic or
multistatic radar. For radio astronomy applications both the cooperative and non-cooperative illuminators are interferers.

Many signals of opportunity for passive radar applications are available in the proposed frequency range of the Low
Frequency Array. In particular the FM radio band between 88 and 108 MHz (U.S.) has been used successfully to make
observations of aircraft, meteors, and ionospheric E-region irregularities using the Manastash Ridge Radar system [2]. A
radio telescope such as the Low Frequency Array has the potential to perform extraordinarily well as a passive radar and
there is a natural similarity between the designs of modern radio telescope arrays and advanced passive radar systems. 

THE LOW FREQUENCY ARRAY

The Low Frequency Array is a new radio telescope being developed for operation in the 15 to 240 MHz frequency range
by a collaboration between ASTRON (Netherlands), NRL, and MIT. This system will consist of approximately 13,000
dipoles in the frequency range from 15 to 90 MHz and 213,000 dipoles in the 110 to 240 MHz band. The instrument will
possess one square kilometer of collecting area at 15 MHz in its current design. The antennas will be organized in a
spiral configuration of roughly 100 stations with inter-station baselines of up to 400 km. These stations will be linked
with optical fibers and digital receivers will be used at the antenna element level. Between 2 and 4 MHz of spectral
bandwidth will be transmitted for processing at any instant in time out of a digitized bandwidth of 32 MHz. High
performance digital systems and signal processing will be used to allow real time beamforming of multiple independent
beams, transient detection and capture, and flexible remote operation of the instrument. 



Fig. 3. Typical E-region irregularity observations using passive radar.

The basictechnologyof the LOFAR digital beamformingphasedarraywill alsobe a major advancefor passiveradar
applications. Current passive radar systems for observing geophysical targets use a multistatic geometry similar to that
shownin Fig. 1. Suchinstrumentstake advantageof distanceand topographyto obtain sufficient dynamicrangefor
observingtargetsof interest.Theability of LOFAR to digitally form antennapatternsin multiple directionswill enable
the detectionof weakscattererswhile excludingthe illuminator'sdirect signal.This canbe donein a straightforward
manner by directing sensitivity in appropriate directions. The ability to reject interferers is also an important issue for the
radio astronomyapplicationsof the instrument.Operationof LOFAR in the bandbetween90 and110 MHz (which is
currentlyexcludedfrom radioastronomyobservations)shouldnot bedifficult dueto thecharacteristicsof theproposed
low frequency antennas. 

IONOSPHERIC PHENOMENON

Ionosphericirregularitiessuchasthoseshownin Fig. 3 aregeneratedin theE-regionof theionosphere(110km). TheE-
regionis a boundaryregionwherethe ionosphericelectronplasmais magnetizedbut the molecularion plasmais not.
Strongelectric fields in this regioncangeneratemeterscaleion acousticwavesvia a two streaminstability between
theseplasmas.Thegenerationof the irregularitiesis stronglycoupledto theorientationof themagneticfield dueto the
ExB plasmadrift of theelectronswhich couplesenergyinto irregularitygrowthwhentheelectrondrift velocity exceeds
the ion plasma sound speed. The density perturbations associated with these waves can reach 10% of the ambient plasma
densityandthe irregularity scatteringregionsarehighly structuredon kilometerscalesdueto variationsin the driving
electricfield andbackgroundplasmaandneutraldensitygradients.An exampleof suchlargescalestructureis shownin
Fig. 4, asobservedby theMillstone Hill UHF radarsystem,wherethe upperright panelshowsthe equivalentelectron
densitycross-section(log-scale)of theirregularitiesin termsof geometricdistancefrom theradar.Theirregularitiescan
evolvewith thefluctuationof thedriving electricfields on time scalesshorterthana secondandtheycanpersistaslong
as the electric field is sufficiently strong.A recentoverview of the theory and experimentassociatedwith E-region
irregularities at high and mid-latitudes is given in Sahr and Fejer [3].  



Fig. 4. The spatial structure of E-region irregularities observed by the Millstone Hill Radar

Observationof theseirregularitiesareoftenmadeusingHF, VHF, andUHF radarsystemsvia a “bragg like” scattering
processwhere the radar wave vector scattersfrom a particular wavelengthin the plasmawhere the ionospheric
irregularitiesarepresent.This scatteringoccurswheretheradiosignalis perpendicularto theEarth'smagneticfield and
hasbeenobservedfrom the low HF to S-Band.In the meterscalebandsobservedby LOFAR the scatteringcan be
extraordinarilystrongand it is certain that when E-region irregularitiesare presentin the portion of the ionosphere
visible to LOFAR (whateversite is finally selected)theywill scatterinterferingradiosignalsinto the arrayanddistort
observationsmadethroughtheirregularity regions.At thevery leastthe irregularitiescan“blind” theradio telescopeto
observationin a particular portion of the sky. During E-region irregularity eventsit will be possibleto study the
irregularitiesusing LOFAR as a passiveradarsystem.Although suchanalysiscould be madeby capturingdataand
processingit offline a realtime passiveradarprocessingsystemfor LOFAR might beanexcellentway to diagnosesuch
conditionsasthey occur.This could allow dynamicreschedulingof radio astronomyobservationsto avoid the regions
where imaging would be problematic due to the irregularities. 
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